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CATALOG DESCRIPTION:
Covers basic concepts of clay handling, including handbuilding,
wheel methods, glaze formulation, and firing techniques. May be
repeated with approval of instructor.
*1. The course will offer clay as the medium for final projects
to be fired and glazed. Glazes will be recommended
depending on the form achieved.
2. "Ceramic" as used in this class is universal and implies
that clay must be fired and in part some mild non-technical
glazing may take place. Clay type: Terracotta and/or
highly porous other formulas only.
RATIONALE:
Art techniques and clay: Basic understanding and rote control of
techniques will not make anyone an artist. However, it is
obvious one needs to know techniques to be an artist and must:
have ideas and develop broad knowledge of the limitations and
possibilities of materials to be used. This class is going to be
an attempt to offer some methods and principles of clay handling
as its chief thrust--ideas are to be the students responsibility.
Wherever aesthetics impinge on techniques the individual and I
will encounter this, pursuant to his or her problem(s). Hence,
each student taking the class should set out to find the art
he/she wishes to make in light of what the ceramic technicalities
entail. The best way might be to begin to look for what has been
done in clay in the ceramic process and see by comparison what
forms mother nature continues to offer.
CLAY: Clay is not--only one of the oldest but is still one of
the most widely used materials for art foundation. It is
abundant, minimal in regards to cost, and highly flexible,
(plastic), in terms of handling properties.






